
The simultaneous growth of both 
war hysteria and government power is 
not coincidental. Nor is it accidental 
that the same hooligans calling for a 
U.S. invasion of the Persian Gulf are 
calling for gas rationing, wage/price 
controls, subsidies for favored com
panies, and "self-sacrifice" in the 
name of "the public good." 

In the face of a tax revolt which .is 
fast becoming an anti-tax revolution 
- and the memory of the massive 
anti-war movement of th~ 60's - a 
new pro-war coalition is making its. 
bid for Empire. This unholy left/right 
alliance has taken full advantage of 
the situation in Southwest Asia to put 
war back on ·the American agenda. 
With Carter in the lead, and the Re
publicans egging him on, the return of 
the war economy is clearly at hand. 

Th~ political interests of both 
"major" parties ..,. the advocates of 
Big Government on both the "left" 
and the "rigfit" - are objectively 
united around Carter's war drive. 
It is especially gras&"oots, populist 
movements . with strong anti-statist 
overtones ..!.. movements with roots 
that run deep in American culture -
that fill the ruling class in this country 
with fear. Popular anti-inflation/anti-

government sentiment, embodied in 
the reformism of Calif ornja's Prop. 13 
campaign, has reached such propor
tions that the power elite is just about 
ready to, literally, bring out the big 
guns. 

The growth of the public sector, 
historically, is tied to the rise of mili
tarism and the advent of war. When 
the momentum ,unleashed by the last 
war is exhausted, the parasitic bureau
cracy - ever-hungry, ever-expanding, 
ever-anxious to preserve and protect •• 
its own power - is forced to conjure 
up visions of a new external "threat." 
It is very curious that this alleged 
new "threat"to "national security" is 
turning up at a time when Americans 
are becoming more militant in their 
opposition to government controls, 
regulations involving every sphere of 
life, and crushing taxation. It is even· 
more curious that this latest violation 
of "our" vital interests has occurred 
on the other side of the world. That 
sleeping giant ..,. the American tax
payer - may need more sedation 
than a fit of anti-Communism to 
deaden the pain of double-digit infla
tion. Carter's war cries will have to be 
loud enough to drown dut the ·sound 
of the printing presses in Washing-

ton's Federal Reserve building - a 
rumbling, ominous sound, a sound 
like thunder. 

THE RETURN OF 
THE WAR ECONOMY 

The real essence, and origins, of 
Carter's war drive is revealed by Alan 
Wolfe, in his The Rise and Fall of the 
"Soviet Threat" [ Institute for Policy 
Studies; 1979): 

U.S. perceptions of hostile Soviet in
tentions have increased, not when the 
Russians have become more aggressive 
or militaristic, but when certain con
stellations of political forces have come 
together within the United States • to 
force the question of the Soviet threat 
onto the American political agenda. 
[p.2; italics in original.] 

Although the author does not 
apply the same criteria equally to the 
U.S.S.R, this analysis of the dynamics 
of war and political power fits both 
like a glove. The economic crisi$ in 
the Soviet . Union is fast reaching 
serious proportions; Third World 
revolutions are loosening the grip of 
the Soviet tyranny over significant 
sections of the Red Empire; the inter
national Communist movement is 
split, and war between socialist coun
tries is breaking out around the world. 

The Kremlin itself, far from being .a 
faceless monolith, is ridden with con
tending factions, red "doves" versus 
redder "hawks." (The former are 
associated with the Red Army.) Fear 
of a U.S.-armed-&-trained Chinese 
Army - not to.mention Chinese nu
clear capability - is their equivalent 
of the "Soviet threat." 

Both variations of the bogeyman 
reinforce and consolidate the domes
tic power of the world's two biggest 
bullies: the power elites of the U.S. 
and the U.S.S.R. Although the partic
ulars in the case of the Soviet Union 
must remain unclear, at best, for 
obvious reasons, the nature and inten
tions of the-Cold War liberals in this 
country are a matter of historical 
record. The emerging "guns and 
butter" coalition of the 80,s is iden
tical to Roosevelt's "progressive" 
power bloc, and Kennedy's brand of 
Cold War liberalism. In the face of a 
fiercely independent, increasingly 
anti~government tendency, this left/ 

_ right coalition serves both partners 
well: the conservatives get their guns, 
and the liberals get their butter. As 
Bruce Bartlett says in a recent Inquiry 
piece: 

(continued on page 2) 



(continued from page 1) 
Thus, as economic historian Jonathan 
R.T. Hughes has noted in his book, 
The Governmental Habit, federal 
spending has expanded mainly in a few 
short wartime bursts rather than grow
ing steadily along with the population 
and the GNP. 
... Government outlays declined much 
less after World War II than after World 
War I; after the Korean War they went 
down by just a.fraction;and when the 
Vietnam War ended there was no re
duction whatsoever. [ 3/17 /80] 

Although Alan Wolfe, of the Insti
tute for Policy Studies is clearly no 
friend of the free market, his analysis 
of the Truman years depicts the real 
politics of the pro-war forces: 

This coalition can be called "Cold War 
liberalism," for it combined a New 
Deal attachment to the welfare state 
with strong support for a cold war for• 
eign policy. The cold war liberal coali
tion included business, labor, intellec
tuals, and the military. The building of 
this remarkable coalition could never 
have been achieved without one essen
tial ingredient: the fear of the Soviet 
threat. 
Anti-communism was capable of work-

command battalions into existence. 
provocateur, these completely cynical 
hacks have no trouble aligning them
selves with Communist China and 
even advocating a U.S./China military 
alliance. 

Of course, both "left'' and "right" 
utter bankruptcy of both left and benefit from the centralization and 
right. It seems to a growing number· militarization of the economy, oppor
of people in this country, that the tunistic rhetoric about "cutting back" 
game is rigged. It's heads-'- they win; to the contrary notwithstanding. It is 
tails ~· you lose. the left, naturally, which has initiated 

"They," of course, are the bureau- the new cold war coalition,and is the 
cracy- and those they have managed energizing force behind it - long ago, 
to buy off. The so-called "private" the leftwing of the Democratic Party 
sector is bought off by big govern- agreed to the basic terms of the 
ment contracts, subsidies, franchises, "social welfare"/"national security" 
and "special" exceptions to govern- trade-off. In the name of their egali
ment edicts. With a few, truly exem- tarian sloganeering, yesterday's 
plary exceptions, it is American busi- "liberals" were glad to trade guns for 
nessmen who have been responsible butter. Certainly, they did not oppose 
for the monstrous growth of govern- • the growth of the public sector. . • 
ment power- they have, indeed, been The ruling class coalition - made 
the main beneficiaries of that growth. up of various gangs with their hands 
It is not the free market which leads in the till, all fighting over the loot -
to monopolies, and inevitable central- is, in reality, a series of compromises 
ization; the biggest monopoly of them between the various factions. The 

LPRC member Colin Hunter burns draft card at Stanford anti-draft· rally .. 

. ing like magic in containing both the 
right and the left versions of how to 
organize America. Business, for exam
ple, had traditionally opposed using 
government as a stimulant for the econ
omy. Rejecting Keynesian economics 
as subversive, most American business
men -with the exception of far-sighted 
groups like the Committee on Econom
ic Development - felt that increased 
government activity 'would mean higher 
budgets and higher taxes. For the eco
nomic activists around Truman, this • 
opposition presented a dilemma: how 
could they involve ·the state in macro-
1econornic management without antag- all - government - is the only possi- sum total of their program incorpor~ 

ates the worst features of both left 
and right. For every plum there is a 
price; for every string pulled, a knee 
jerks. The price the "liberals" and th'e 
rest of the left had to pay for their 
dreams of "economic democracy" 
was two world wars, Korea, Vietnam, 
and a Third World War right around 
the bend. The tribute the conserva
tive partners in the ruling class coali
tion exact from their liberal allies is a 
record "defense" budget - and the 
. ongoing history of U.S. imperialism 
as the most dangerous force in the 
world today. 

onizing business sentiment? High ble source of monopoly privilege. 
defense budgets solved the problem: This• renegade "private sector," -
they would be used to stimulate the championed and symbolized by the 
economy without invoking opposition Republicans, and Milton Friedman's 
from the right. [ The Rise and Fall of 
the "Soviet Threat"; pp. 34-35.] brand of "State l)epartment libertar-

ianism" - is part and parcel of the 
The Congressional challenge to the U.S. ruling class, but it is usually out 

"Imperial Presidency," the abject fail- of P (m . d the e d ) ower ore an more, s . ays 
ure of the welfare state, the disinte- and thus must fight for a spot at the 
gration of the statist economic system . public trough. And it must fight hard. 
on a worldwide scale - all of these There is a reason why the words con
various pressures combine to acceler- servative and reactionary are virtually 
ate Carter's war drive. Of course, the synonymous - rightwing ideology is 
fact that a Democrat is in the White basically contentless, because it is-lit
House is not exactly cause for opti- erally a reaction to leftwing political 
mism - the Democratic Party, which initiatives. Worship of the status quo 
is firmly in the "Cold War liberal" can be nothing else - and nothing 
camp, has held the Presidency during more. 

GO BEYOND LEFT & RIGHT 
The Libertarian Party (Radical 

Caucus) is working to build a united 

But that requires more than unity 
over opposition to Carter's war drive 
- it means a clear understanding of 
the fact that only governments can 
have the power to conscript citizens 
and wage war. Only nation-states can 
Only those who have state power,.,... or 
want to have it - have material or 
political interests invested in another 
war. Only radical libertarians,. who 
consistently fight . to roll back the 
State on every level, have any funda
mental, inherent interest in the fight 
for peace and against imperialism - . 
by focusing on the source of organiz
ed violence in society, which is the 
State. 

The spirit of the new.peace move
ment is, in essence, the spirit of liber
tarianism that is sweeping this coun
'try. People are sick and tired of politi
cians -whose only interest is in main
iaining and expanding their own 
power- invading every spliere of life. 
Now, they will be coming for your 
children. They want to fight another 
war, and use the youth for cannon 
fodder. 

If you cannot claim your body as 
your property, then how will you 
refuse their draft calls? How will you 
fight their preparations for war -;,-if 
you've been feeding off the· public 
tr~ugh, right ~eside General Electric 
.and 'Lockheed? • 

There must be a better way. 
There is a better way: Ws called 

libertarianism. 
Libertarianism must be the wave of 

the future -if there is to be .a future. 
The Libertarian Party (Radical· Cau
cus) is in the frontlines of the battle 
against war, tyranny, and Authority 
itself - because we, alone; are fighting 
for a' free market economy, intei'na
tion'al free trad-e;'an<i° th~·:end of the 
American Empire. We are fighting 
for the ideals of the first American -_ 
Revolution; a revolution that was be
trayed and which cries .out now for 
completion. Perhaps the new peace 
movement is the first step, however 
hesitant, in that direction. 

We call on y'ou to join us in our 
struggle to build a unified peace move
ment which can mobilize millions 
against the militarist agenda - and 
move beyond the sterile, dogmatic, 
shopworn bromides of both "left" 
and "right." 

LIBERTARIAN 

lllNGUARD 
wartime to the exclusion of all other This passive/aggressive political 
parties in modem times. It is far from relationship between the right and 
hyperbole to call the Democrats the the left is, in fact, a working coalition. 
war party-'- it is, instead, history. While the "right" screams about 

peace movement as part of the fight Libertarian Vanguard is published 9 times a 
against the State. Unlike many "left"· year by the Libertarian Party Radical Caucus. 
groups - who oppose the draft in The views expressed here do not necessarily 

reflect the views of the Libertarian Party. 
this country, but not in Afghanistan Views expressed in signed articles are those of 

BI-PARTISAN CRIME 
Both "major" parties stood and 

watched while Uncle Sam rained more 
bombs on Southeast Asia than had 
been dropped during World War II. 
Both the right and the left stand 
accused before history. Just as all of 
the wars fought by America, with 
the exception of the American Revo
lution, were basically power-ploys by 
an unholy left/right alliance - so the 
war against the people of Vietnam 
was a similar case of left/right colla
boration. 

This historical left/right political 
combine - which exists, today, in 
the form of Carter's campaign for a 
second term - is the evidence of the 

"Communism," the repressive regime 
in El Salvador nationalizes everything 
in sight - on Washington's advice! 
(In the name of "fighting Commun
ism," of course.) It is the conserva
tives who are the ideologues of the 
public sector internationally, while it 
is the Cold War liberals and the entire 
"left" which accounts for the growth 
of the public sector domestically. 
Although the "center/left"- personi-

• fied by Carter- is dominant now, just 
as it has domirtated the American 
political scene since World War II, 
the "right" is a vital ingredient in the 
imperialist equation; their contribu
tion to Carter's war drive is to hold ---up the danger of the alleged "Soviet 
threat." Content to play the role of 

( where it has been reintroduced by the writer; unsigned articles present the ma
Karmal) or Red China - Libertarians jority viewpoint of the LPRC Central Com
oppose the draft everywhere in the mittee. Unsolicited manuscripts are welcome; 

all material submitted must be typed, double
world, as a matter of principle. Only spaced, and accompanied by·a stamped, self-
libertarians oppose the unholy lefti addressed envelope. Address all correspon
right pro-war coalition consistently dence to: 3570 -17th St., San Francisco, CA 

94114. - by opposing the growth of govern-
ment power itself, on every level, 

whether it be by campaigning for the 
abolition of the sales tax or by fight
ing police repression against Third 
World and other minority people. 

The growing movement against the 
draft and sharpening opposition to 
U.S. war preparations in the belly of 
the• beast itself could mean the birth 
of a popular grassroots movement 
against the ruling class coalition itself. 
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UNITE AGAINST THE MAIN DANGER 
_ The new anti-war movement is in crisis - even before it's birth. Two tives - as well as the diverse ideologies represented in the coalition on a 

strategies for peace have come to fore, quite early in the game; diametri- national and local level - have had to hammei' together programs and take 
cally, opposed, mutually exclusive, these two scenarios consist of the action rather too quickly. Of course, it is necessary to respond as quickly 
following: as possible to events, and to act decisively - but after the initial flurry of 

Scenario #1: We must build a viable_ anti-war coalition, as broad and actions, a complete reassessment of the new peace .movement can and 
various a coalition as possible, to fight the real danger of a nuclear war must be made. • 

. provoked by U.S. imperialism.,. Everyone opposed to Carter's war drive Toward this end, the Libertarian Party (Radical Caucus) is putting out 
who can be mobilized shQuld be mobilized against this new atrocity, and a call for a series of regional anti-war coalition conferences, which would 
into the burgeoning -movement, regardless of other political views. Only a.. culminate in a national conference and a series of actions on a national 
mass mobilization in the streets can stop another war. • scale. As Carter - or his possible Republican successor - escalates war 

Scenario #2:· We must push our politics on a completely indifferent preparations, the peace movement must go into high gear. We are putting 
public - a public which is sick unto death of politics, all politics - no out this call to all organizations, regardless of their politics, provided they 
matter what. Only those who have th~ "correct" poiitical line should be are willing to fight U.S. imperialism. Nothing less than a national, non-
mobilized against the draft and the coming war; the new anti-war move- exclusionary, broad-based movement will be able to politicize all the inde- • 
ment is to consist of the "left" talking to itself; Only the burnt-out remains pendent, politically-unaffiliated people who will be paying for this, in 
of the 60's "new politics" can stop another war. blood and dollars, and mobilize them against militarism. 

Which way for the new anti-war movement? These local conferences - culminating in one big national conference 
Only time will tell. 

1 
- will give the new peace activists the opportunity to forge a united move-

So far, it doesn't look so good. The biggest, broadest anti-war coalition ment with a realistic program and.a series of concrete, movement-building 
in the country, the Mobilization Against the Draft (MAD), has apparently projects. The time, place, and dates for these conferences is not a matter to 
learned non~ of the lessons of the 60's. Initiated by the Democratic Social- be settled in these pages, of course; that is up to the broad forces involved 
ist Organizing Committee (DSOC) and_ the "democratic socialist" New in each locality, and on a national level. Our purpose here is to plant the 
American Movement (NAM) - two groups close to the leftwing of the seed; certainly, given the international situation, it is planted in fertile soil. 
Democratic Party _;_ MAD will probably expire_ ( at least on a national level) The sectarians claim that their narrow approach to building a new 
after the March 22 demonstrations. MAD's call for the demonstrations peace movement - which consists, apparently, of limiting the speakers and 
came up with positions on issues such as the hostage crisis in Iran, the participants in anti-war rallies and teach-ins to the leftwing in-group - will 
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, and other (equally irrelevent) issues - give more of an analysis, more substance, to anti-war activity. The real 
focusing on everything but Carter's war drive, and addressing even that in question is, though: whose analysis will it be? 
the typically wishy-washy rhetoric of social democracy. "Registration is The sectarians live in a world where politics is always in command -
unnecessary!" says the MAD steering committee; "Present forces are ade- preferably, one's own. Debates between various leftwing tendencies -
quate." which go back to'the 1930's- reflect the grudges of yesteryear, where the 

Why-the MAD steering committee imagines that anybody is interested bitter intemicine wars between the heirs of Stalin, Trotsky, and Mao are 
in their opposition to the Soviet inyasion of Afghanistan is an open ques- re-enacted with bewildering ferocity, once again. That is precisely why the 
tjon -as is the question of just how they mean to fight Soviet tanks in the advocates of the "multi-issue" approach were unable to agree on a ~ommon 
streets of Kabul from their offices in Washington, D.C., short of lobbying program du,ring the last anti-war movement- and that is why they .will fail 
Congress·for aid to Pakistan! again. • 
. It is-easy to see, given MAD's confused politics, why it was conceived War between socialist nations on the other side of the world has ini-
as a,n ad hoc coalition, .which would self-0estruct after a single action - if tiated a war between the various leftwing grouplets in this country - with 
.!t d~_4!1'! .,~if ;4~_str~c-~ .PY: d,_e~ign, it _alm~st_~~IJl~:Jr.Qu!~ hav~ collapse~;L. _ potentially disastrous consequences for the cause of peace. We call on all 
~yway,, 'rhe ~ ~teering committee cotdfi. affonl tlie luxury of con~ rational leftists - and all political independents - to fight sectarianism in 
demning the Soviet actions in Afghanistan - as well as echoing the nation- the new anti-war movement by building as broad, as various, as diverse a 
alist hysteria around the Iranian crisis - only becau~ an actual war involv- movement as possible. The only way to do this, clearly, is to target U.S. 
ing the u:s. is not (as yet) in progress. In such times as these, when the _ imperialism as the main danger to us all :- and uniting around opposition 
possibility of war ceases to exist merely in the realm of political rhetoric to the war, war preparations, and opposition to registration and the draft. 
and doomsday scenarios, and starts to become a repulsive In spite of our political differences, and irregardless of various 
reality, then all play-acting must be put aside. The tactical disputes, we must do battle with our own imperial-
moral responsibilities of the new anti-war movement ists, and focus the attention of the world on the crimes of 
are too important to be sacrificed on the altar of- our own government - that is the awesome task ahead. It 
sectarianism. seems to us that we will have enough difficulty uniting 

Why shguld the young victims of militarism pay for around that - why niake the peace movement into an ex-
the ecclesiastical debates between various leftwing sects elusive club? 
in b.lood? What excuse will those "multi-issue" types - • -Our immediate goal must be to involve more _un-
m~stly pro-China, ex-Maoists, dusted lightly in the ashes affiliated, politically-independent people into the emerging 
of the Old "New Left" -have for not building a visible, anti-war coalition; youth and Third Wodd persons especially 
united anti-war movement when a U.S. "quick-strike" should be targeted for special outreach work. As 
for~ moves in to "protect" Arabian oil more and more forces come to be united around a 
fields from "subversives"? Will they change minimal - but radical - set of anti-imperialist 
their sectarian tune, when the casualty figures demands, we can begin to roll back the Empire. But 
start getting broadcast every night on TV - or the imperialist timetable doesn't give us much time; 
will they persist in the politics of futility, "revolutionary" posturing and sectarian blindness 
sterility, and increasing isolation? will drive out the authentic forces which are, just 

As war clouds darken everyone's horizon, now, beginning to achieve some momentum. The 
the crisis of leadership in tl\e new anti-war new peace movement needs to get down to busi-
movement grows·more acute - as does the con- ness, face .its problems, and resolve them right now 
tradiction between the two scenarios mentioned -before it's too late. 
above. The Libertarian Party (Radical. Let the call for a national con-
Caucus) welcomes this opportunity ference go out, to be taken up by all 
to discuss and resolve the burning those interested in unity and 
questions of the new peace move- real discussion over the 
ment, in free and open debate question: which way 
between the various forces in~ for the new anti-war 
volved. The urgency of this movement? It's a 
question must be understood question which - will 
in the context-of growing have to be answered, 
superpower contention on a sooner or later. If 
worldwide scale, and the grow the current war 
ing urgency of the tasks ahead hysteria boils over, 

Part of the problem, to it may very well 
date, has been the thrown- have to be answered 
together, ad hoc character sooner than anyone 
of the anti-war coalition. imagines. 
Differing strategic and 
tactical perspectives -
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You've heard of the Libertarian Party. Who hasn't, by now? 
But what, you ask, is tlie Libertarian Party Radical Caucus? 

There's just one way to find out: by reading Libertarian Vanguard, 
the newspaper of the radical libertarian movement. 

FOR A NEW LIBERTY 
by Murray N. Rothbard 
(338 pp.: pap,rback) 
Tht> radical libt"rtarian manifesto. 
$6.50 

The Libertarian Party Radical Caucus (LPRC) 
was founded in February of 1979, in San Fran
cisco, by Libertarian Party (LP) members who 
saw the need for a radical libertarian cadre or
ganization. The LPRC is a public faction of the 
LP, firmly committed to building the Party and 
organizing to roll back the power of government 
on every level. . 

The libertarian movement is a new, and 
diverse, political formation. Standing outside the 
traditional left/right spectrum - firmly• rejecting 
all forms of statism, and affirming the absolute 
necessity of laissez-faire - it is precisely this new• 
ness which accounts for the organization of the 
LPRC as an independent political force, with its 
own program and press. The temptation to adapt 
libertarianism to the distortions and pressures of 
old-style left/right politics is something which we 
do not expect all libertarians to resist; and, in 
fact, some certainly have not resisted it. Thus, 
the battle is joined between radical libertarian-

"'illfililliil'iti""""iitii""·••••ilflil• .. •---•----• ■ll'i"'· 
YES, send me 9 issues of Libertarian Vanguard per year. $10 is enclosed. 
OK, I'm curious. Send me 5 issues for $5. 

IN PRAISE OF OUTLAWS: 
Rebuilding.Gay Liberation 
by Justin Raimondo -
(47 pp.; pamphlet) 
This little essay caused a storm or 
controversy by dealing-with the 
political reality behind the trial or 
Dan White, and the subse<iuent May 
21st uprising in San Francisco, rrom 
a radical libettarian perspective. 
$1.50 • • 

ism - which upholds the free market, rejects 
gradualism, and targets U.S. imperialism as the 
main danger to peace,'- and those ex-conservatives 
(and ex-liberals) who wish to accomodate liber-

. tarianism to their _prejudices and their idea of 
"practicality." 

The LPRC grew quickly after its founding; 
we are now a national organization, with chapters 
from New York to San Francisco. Our newspap'er, 
Libertarian Vanguard, is the only serious attempt 
to bring the radi,cal libertarian message to the 
public. Our strategic vision is based on a revo
lutionary perspective with emphasis on cadre
building ~ and is not limited to electoral politics. 

Although our 10-Point program clearly de
fines us as a distinct tendency within the liber
tarian movement as a whole, we are firmly 
committed to building the Libertarian Party -
we see our role as a catalyst for action, and a 
constant reminder that "The Party of Pr_inciple" 
means exactly that. 

I'm intrigued. Send me the following back issues of Libertarian Vanguard_......,;.--'--'------------- (at 30¢ per copy). 
I'm hooked. Sign me up as an Associate member of the Libertarian Party (Radical Caucus). $10 is enclosed. . . 
Send me FOR A NEW LIBERTY. $6.50 (includes postage) is enclosed. • D Send me LEFT & RIGHT. $1.50 (includes postage) is enclosed. . . 
Send me THE DRAFT. $1.50 (includes postage) is enclosed. D Send me IN PRAISE OF OUTLAWS. $1.50 (includes postage) is enclosed. 
Enclosed is a contribution. Put me on your mailing list and send free)jterature. • 
I want to distnbute this special Libertarian Vanguard supplement in my area. Send free information. 

ADDRESS . STATE _____________ ZIP ----'i 
i Clip and mail to: LPRC, 3570 17th Street, San Francisco, California 94110. Make checks and money ordeis payable to: LPRC. 
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